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Cold Steel Bowie Bushman Secure-Ex
Category: » Knives » Cold Steel Knives

Product ID: 95BBUSK
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 39,00 EUR
Availability: In stock
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See it in our store.
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For the money, the Bushman knives might be the strongest survival/outdoor knives in the world! Unlike most hollow
handled survival knives, there is no joint or seam between the blades and handles that requires a mechanical fastener.
Instead, the Bushman's blades and integral handles are each expertly cold forged out of a single piece of 2.5mm thick
SK-5 high carbon steel. The resulting knives are expertly heat-treated and tempered to RC54 and, when subjected to our
tests, have withstood over two tons of pressure on their blade/handle transition!
Every Bushman blade has been carefully ground to an extra thin edge, and then honed and buffed by hand until razor
sharp. The Bushman knives are versatile too! Their hollow handles will accept survival supplies or a variety of handle
extensions which can maximize reach, leverage or ease of throwing. They are available in two blade styles (standard and
our new Bowie point). Both feature continuously curved blades that are ideal for skinning, and will pierce, cut, slash, slice
and shear like you won't believe.
Both Bushman knives come complete with our new Secure-Ex™ sheath which features a Ferrocerium Fire Steel; strike it
on the spine of the blade and start a roaring campfire in no time!
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Product parameters:
• Total length: 31,1 cm
• Blade length: 17,8 cm
• Blade thickness: 2,5 mm
• Weight: 286 g
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Movie: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=WG0nQumA1a0
Movie: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=griAcr-a81U
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Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.
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